Object of the game
To drop your colored Silly Stix™ rods down hollow blocks until you form a line of three level heads! The line may be vertical, horizontal, or diagonal.

Game Preparation
Place the 9 blue blocks in the center of the playing area as shown (fig. 1). Choose which color rods you want to play with; 1 set of 9 rods per player. Set your 9 rods in the yellow rod holder and position the holders so that you cannot see your friend’s rods and they cannot see yours (fig. 1).

Game Play
In turn, take one of your Silly Stix™ rods and drop it down any blue block. If the colored top part of your rod stops LEVEL with the block opening, it is correctly positioned and stays put (fig. 2). If your Silly Stix™ rod top stops below or above the block’s opening (fig. 3), return it to the rod holder.

A CLEVER LITTLE NOTE: WHEN A SILLY STIX™ ROD DOES NOT STOP LEVEL, TRY TO REMEMBER WHAT LENGTH OF ROD WAS USED. ON YOUR NEXT TURN, YOU HAVE A BETTER CHANCE OF USING THE PERFECT ROD! PLAY CONTINUES UNTIL...

Winning
The player who makes a row of three level heads of their own rod color in any direction wins the game. Switch the blocks around each time you play to help boost memory development and basic silly skills!